
Chapter 148:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
THE CENTRAL TOWER OPENS, FISHING
In the room, there are densely packed rows of mechanical guards.

Lu Yuan's eyes swept away, there were as many as fifty.

All of these mechanical guards are ten meters high and look like an army of steel
giants.

Lu Yuan was a little shocked.

Amy and Yeye behind him were also stunned.

"These are all the mechanical lords of the second-order peak?! This is too much,
right?"

Amy exclaimed.

Lu Yuan was also a little confused: "Is the treasure of a 10,000-meter-high building so
strong?"

Ye Ye frowned slightly, somewhat puzzled:

"Someone in my family has been to the ruins before and I heard that the rewards are
great, but it doesn't seem to be that much."

Amy also nodded: "Yeah, yeah, there are many mechanical lords, this is too much. My
cousin has also been to Central Floating City before, and he showed off with me before,
saying that he obtained it from the 10,000-meter high-rise building. There are five
mechanical guards of the second-order peak lord, do we have fifty?!"

Looking at Lu Yuan every night, he said:

"Is it because of Lu Yuan? He can even enter the central floating city shield."

Amy came back to her senses and looked at Lu Yuan with a weird face: "Yes, I have
some doubts whether you are the illegitimate child of this ruin."
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Lu Yuan was taken aback for a moment, and then remembered that he had just
absorbed so many core fragments of Aier before, and that invisible line appeared again.

Is it really his reason?

Before, he felt that he was getting closer to Al Mechanical Ruins, so Al Mechanical
Ruins gave him a small stove?

Could this be the treatment of the sons of the world? !

That's too much!

But I like it!

Lu Yuan came back to his senses, and the corners of his mouth raised, showing a smile.

"What's the reason for him? Isn't it good for so many mechanical lords? With these

mechanical lords, it is not easy for us to clean up those two king-level geniuses?"

Amy was taken aback, and then smiled brightly: "It seems to be too."

Ye Ye also showed a slight smile and nodded.

You know, a mechanical lord of the second-tier pinnacle can already fight a king-level
genius.

What's more, there are as many as fifty here.

The three of Lu Yuan divided into 13 of them, and the remaining one was given to Lu
Yuan.

After all, of the three people present, Lu Yuan was the poorest one. If there was
something inconvenient to distribute, he would give him an extra portion.

Lu Yuan was also happy to accept everything.

Although I am a bit suspicious of eating soft rice, isn't it fragrant?

A ten-thousand-meter-high building was quickly explored.



The harvest can be said to be extremely rich, and there are probably more than one
billion second-order spirit crystals in total.

This is just one of the ten thousand-meter tall buildings.

The entire outer area of   the Central Floating City is so large, there are still a dozen
10,000-meter-high buildings.

After leaving this tall building, the three of Lu Yuan didn't stay there, and went straight
to the Black Bear One, planning to go to other 10,000-meter tall buildings.

…………

Four hours later.

The faint blue light that has been rising has finally filled the entire central tower.

The entire central tower burst out with the faint blue light of shining sun.

boom! ! !

The roar kept ringing.

In the core area of   El Mechanical Ruins, a series of quiet blue light beams
randomly appeared.

These beams of light rush straight into the sky, and can be seen directly within a radius
of hundreds of kilometers.

At this moment, the genetic warrior who was hunting down the mechanical guard in the
core area of   the mechanical ruins of El, their complexion changed at this moment,
and they looked up at the beams of light.

"The central tower is open! The teleportation array has appeared!"

"You can go to the Central Floating City! Hurry up! Go to Teleportation Array!!"

All the mechanical warriors looked enthusiastic and ran towards the beam of light
closest to them.

That is the teleportation array leading to the central floating city.



As long as you enter it, you can teleport to the outer area of   the central floating

city.

Every time the central tower is opened, there will be hundreds of teleportation arrays
randomly appearing in various locations in the core area.

Somewhere in the core area, Button and Bai Lin have gathered together with their
subordinates.

In addition to the two king-level geniuses of Barton and Bai Lin, there are a total of
thirteen lord-level geniuses, all exuding a strong aura.

Six of the lords are Bailin's subordinates, and seven of the lords are Patton's
subordinates.

Originally, Bai Lin had eight lord-level subordinates, but it was a pity that two of them
were cleaned out by Lu Yuan and Amy.

In addition to the lord level, there are naturally more geniuses and bosses at the boss
level.

In total, there are more than 300 people united together.

Patton looked at the teleportation formation not far away from them, and a smirk
appeared on his face.

"It's time, I hope the Night King and the others have not left yet."

"go in."

Bai Lin stepped towards the teleportation formation, and the others followed.

The beam of light was almost a hundred meters wide, even if Patton and Bai Lin had a
lot of people in their alliance, they could still stand easily.

After everyone entered the beam of light, a few seconds later, the blue light flashed in
the beam of light.

Everyone appeared in a street.



In the street, a group of mechanical guards saw everyone, flashing red lights in their
eyes, and rushed towards them.

Before these mechanical guards rushed to Bai Lin's side, a team of genetic warriors

greeted them.

The roar of battle continued to sound.

Bai Lin and Button looked over.

Seeing that this team was composed of all boss-level fighters and was evenly matched
with this mechanical guard, Bai Lin said calmly:

"Even the ordinary mechanical guards are at the boss level, worthy of being the central
floating city."

Patton glanced at the battle in the distance, then grinned: "It's too slow."

A green demon lord beside Barton gave a grinning laugh, his body turned into an
afterimage, and rushed over.

A series of dark green knife lights flashed by, and all the mechanical guards were
instantly cut open and turned into scrap iron and fell to the ground.

Bai Lin didn't take another look, his eyes swept across countless tall buildings around
him, and he spoke lightly:

"Time is in a hurry, go to the Night King and the others first. Break up the team and

lead a team from each Lord level so that you can find them faster."

Button thought for a while, and agreed without any objections.

So thirteen lord-level subordinates, with hundreds of genetic warriors, moved in all
directions, and began to look for Lu Yuan.

Bai Lin and Button looked at each other.

Button grinned: "Hey hey, we two kings, let's clean up the tallest tallest building first,
maybe we can meet the night king guy."



Bai Lin nodded, did not answer, and agreed.

At the same time, Lu Yuan, Amy and Ye Ye were coming out of a 10,000-meter-
high building.

All three of them have joy on their faces, obviously gaining a lot of money.

Starting from the first tall building, the harvest of each tall building is a bit exaggerated.

Even if it's just for strengthening the spiritual power gene liquid, the first building
before has 50,000, and the following buildings have as many as 100,000.

Not to mention other items, they are all doubled, even several times.

Amy smiled and said:

"This is the eighth building, right? The 10,000-meter-high building outside should
have been more than half explored by us."

Lu Yuan nodded, "Well, before leaving the ruins, I will definitely be able to explore the
10,000-meter high-rise building. Maybe I can explore the slightly worse high-rise
building."

Ye Ye looked into the distance, a look of surprise appeared on her face:

"The central tall building is open."

When they heard this, Lu Yuan and Amy's expressions changed, and they looked up
towards the sky.

In the distance, blue beams of light rose into the sky, straight into the sky.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes and showed a slight smile:

"It looks like they are all coming up."

Amy’s eyes were shining, and she was a little eager to try: "Let’s go find them! With

our gains in the 10,000-meter-high building, they will definitely be able to deal with
them. If they have explored the 10,000-meter-high building and got any treasures,
then they won’t They must be kept."



Lu Yuan and Ye Ye both nodded.

Lu Yuan's thoughts moved, and the Black Bear One descended from the sky and landed

in front of them.

"Get on the shuttle, let's go find them!"

The three of them got on the Black Bear One, and the Black Bear One rose into the sky,
turned into a stream of light, and disappeared in place.

The roar of the Black Bear One’s breakthrough of the sound barrier spread through the
air. The genetic warriors who had just used the teleportation array and came to the
central floating city had their faces slightly changed, and they looked up to the sky.

A team of elves, including a lord-level green-haired elven girl, five boss- level elven
young girls, and more than 20 boss-level elves.

At this moment, they are standing in front of the square of a two-kilometer- high
building, looking at the mechanical guards on the square.

Hearing the howling sound, all the elves changed their faces and looked up at the sky.

When he saw the Black Bear 1 flying vehicle flying by, the head of the very beautiful
elven girl lord opened his eyes slightly:

"It's the rhombus! They are in this area?!"

A leader-level elven boy on the side flickered:

"The Night King and the two human lords are inside, right? They have been in for four

hours, so there should be a lot of gains, right?"

Many elves flickered with greedy eyes.

"The tallest building here is ten thousand meters tall. With the strength of the Night

King, plus two human lords, I don't know if I can deal with the guards in it?"

"Definitely, that human being has the ability to control machinery, and the relics of
Ayer's machinery are even more powerful. Just don't know how many

10,000-meter-high buildings have been explored by them now?"



"It would be great if they could get their harvest."

The leader of the elves sighed.

The elven lord girl shook her head slightly, and said:

"We are not their opponents. What's more, there are two guys Bai Lin and Button
looking for them. Let's not get involved and think about how the guards here deal with

them."

The others recovered and nodded.

…………

Black Bear One crossed the sky, and a group of genetic warriors were shuttled across
the street, led by a lord-level Kaman.

He is one of the subordinate lords of the Patton Alliance.

Behind him, followed by three Kaman leader-level fighters and a group of Kaman
leader-level fighters.

A Kaman leader frowned slightly, somewhat dissatisfied:

"We joined the Barton Alliance to be able to explore high-rise buildings together. As a
result, everyone is exploring now. We are still looking for those aircraft. Will we have

anything to gain by then?"

The Kaman lord glared at him and said sharply:

"Let’s just say a few words! Didn’t Patton say it? As long as you find the Night King

and the two human lords, the team you find will be rewarded. If you can kill the Night
King and the two human lords, then they will gain. One- tenth of the teams that can be
found."

The leader of the Kaman curled his lips:

"Who knows if Patton does what he says? Moreover, the Night King and the two
human lords are also very strong, and Patton and Bai Lin may not be able to keep

them."



The Kaman lord's eyes flickered, also a little tangled.

They were not originally from the Green Demon clan, and they joined Patton's alliance
only because it was so cool under the tree.

Isn’t it to get more resources when the Central Floating City is opened?

As a result, other genetic warriors who have not joined the alliance have now begun to

clean up the high-rise guards and have gained something.

People like them are still looking for someone.

The Kaman Lord was naturally very anxious in his heart.

The leader of the Kaman on the side is still chattering:

"Take a step back. Even if Barton and Bai Lin can deal with the Night King, the Night
King is not a fool. They have a flying machine. As long as they can't get down in the
sky, who can take them? I said Big Brother Bimby, I think we should Take the
opportunity to leave the Patton Alliance. Follow them, I'm afraid we will gain very

little by then."

When Binby heard the words, his eyes flickered, and he didn't speak.

At this moment, a harsh whistling sound came from the sky, and Bimbi and the others
changed their expressions.

Everyone raised their heads and looked in the direction of the howling sound.

Then they saw a pitch-black diamond-shaped aircraft flying quickly across the sky.

The aircraft was extremely fast, expelling the air and stirring up air waves.

Bimby and the Karman genetic warriors were taken aback for a moment, and then
everyone's eyes widened.

"It's the diamond-shaped flying machine!"

"They are in this area!"



"Notify Button!"

Binby's eyes flashed, and he quickly took out the communication crystal and contacted
Button.

Button, who was approaching one of the ten-thousand-meter-high buildings, suddenly
stopped.

Seeing this, Bai Lin at the side also stopped, frowning slightly, and said coldly:

"What's wrong?"

Button opened the communication crystal and saw the news, a smirk appeared on his
face:

"Someone found the aircraft."

Bai Lin's eyes flashed, a white mist appeared all over his body, and the air suddenly
cooled a few degrees.

"Where?"

"In the West, I have people to follow, and the nearby teams will also stare in their
direction. Now we just need to wait for them to stop."

Bai Lin said indifferently: "Then go over."

The two changed directions and flew toward the direction of Black Bear One.

…………

More than ten minutes later, Black Bear One boarded.

Amy watched the group of genetic warriors who were hunting down the patrol
mechanical guards from the distance, and said with some doubts:

"Is this really okay? Can those two guys really find us?"

Yeye nodded: "Well, Xiaobai told me that now Patton and Bai Lin are in an alliance,
and all the lords of their team are leading the team and are looking for us."



Lu Yuan's eyes flashed ~www.mtlnovel.com~ and a smile appeared:

"It seems that they also want to deal with us, but the alliance is better, and it is more
convenient for us to move. We will fly a little bit slower, and someone should notify
Button and Bai Lin."

Ye Ye nodded faintly: "Yeah."

Therefore, Lu Yuan continued to fly at twice the speed of sound while driving the
aircraft. After flying for more than ten minutes, Lu Yuan saw a 10,000-meter-high
building that they had never encountered before.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed and he controlled the Black Bear One to land in the direction of
the 10,000-meter-high building.

At the same time, just over ten kilometers away from the 10,000-meter high- rise
building, Patton and Bai Lin flickered as they watched the black bear number one
slowly descending in front of the 10,000-meter high-rise building in the distance.

Barton showed a smirk, his eyes full of sorrow:

"We are lucky. The direction of this aircraft is exactly the 10,000-meter-high building
we were going to. It saves a lot of effort."

A cold killing intent flashed in Bai Lin's eyes, and he spoke lightly:

"Come on, just in case, let everyone nearby come over."

After a pause, Bai Lin spoke lightly:

"Those guys should have explored 10,000-meter-high buildings. I don't know what

they will gain. Just in case, I have to do a few more preparations."

Barton heard this and grinned: "Even if you have explored a 10,000-meter-high
building, can you still deal with us? At the periphery of the central floating city, our
level is invincible!"

Bai Lin glanced at Button and said lightly:

"It's always nice to be careful."



Barton snorted disdainfully: "Looking ahead and behind, it's hard to make a big deal!"

Bai Lin's face became a little cold, and he glanced at Barton, and said nothing more.

While summoning the subordinates of their alliance, the two ran toward the
10,000-meter high-rise building.
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